Overview
The Find A Physician module from CareTech CMS is used to search for physicians using: Name, Specialty, Location, Condition, Gender, and other criteria.

Content
Using the Find A Physician module of the CareTech CMS software, you can display physician information, such as name, groups, specialty, location, biography, video, photos, logos, and other fields.

Administration
The CareTech CMS administrator pane allows website administrators to update physician information, photos and logos. You can also create custom-printed directories using the print-on-demand capability.

Customization
The CareTech CMS Find A Physician module can be customized to integrate with your hospital’s credentialing system. Other customizations can include a variety of changes to layout, as well as search functionality.

Check out Find A Physician in use on this hospital website:
https://www.inova.org/physicians/